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Lion King Jr. Final Costume List 2019
Costume Designers:
Amanda Somich 216-650-7774 (You can text images if unsure when purchasing)
Megan MacKinnon 216-394-9347 (She doesn’t answer her phone, text please.)
The Costume pieces are due January 26th. All costume pieces must be labeled and folded neatly in a decorated copy

paper box.

In addition to the costumes listed below, everyone needs a finale costume as listed below.
All Finale Clothes: After the curtain call, the cast comes together and performs one final contemporary song. They all
dress uniformly in their finale shirt (the shirt you paid for), and bright colorful pants/leggings(can have patterns),
colorful socks, ballet or jazz shoes. Due March 2nd.
Our Vision: We will fuse together the idea of puppets with big characters with costumes that reveal the characters and
help set the tone and forward the movement of the plot. The Ensemble B plays more of the role of adding to the set, so they
will be more realistic, and illuminate and honor the African traditions and culture in an authentic and reverent way. We
will tie in details of African symbols and colors representing the magic of the characters and the storyline of the fable.

Costumes will be in Earthtones, brown, yellow, orange, green, nature colors.
The roles are listed below. We will be providing some pieces of your child’s costume. This will be marked in red.
You will need to provide anything that is not marked in red due Jan. 26th. A shoe fitting date for your convenience will
be announced as soon as it’s confirmed. Feel free to get the shoes on your own, but they must be approved.
There may be minor changes and adjustments made as we go. Thank you for your patience.
Rafiki
Black bike shorts
Fitted tank undershirt
Fitted, brown, long sleeved shirt
Adult size XL brown tee shirt to be flowy
Nude or brown ballet or jazz shoes
Rain stick
Black harem pants (we provide)
Cowl (we provide)
Headpiece with feathers and beard (we provide)
Bones for cowl (we provide)

